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for segmentation. However, the proposed framework

Abstract:

does not allow training and testing the proposed
In formal stochastic models to estimate multifractal
dimension (multi-FD) for brain tumor texture
extraction in pediatric brain MRI that is initially
multi-FD

with

fractal

and

intensity

features

significantly improves brain tumor segmentation and
classification. Our modifications help the component
classifiers to concentrate more on difficult-to-classify
patterns during detection and training steps. The
resulting ensemble of classifiers offer improved
patient independent brain tumor segmentation from
nontumor tissues. A fractal is an irregular geometric
object with an infinite nesting of structure at all
scales. Fractal texture can be quantified with the
noninteger FD. In this subsection, we show formal
analytical

modeling

of

one-dimensional

(1-D)

multiresolution mBm to estimate the time and/or
space varying scaling for two-dimensional (2D)
multiresolution mBm model to estimate texture
feature of brain tumor tissues in MRIs.

models across different patients. It discussed
conditional random field (CRF) based hybrid
discriminative-generative model for segmentation
and labeling of brain tumor tissues in MRI. The CRF
model employs cascade of boosted discriminative
classifier where each classifier uses a set of about one
thousand features. It is used intensity, intensity
gradient and Haar-like features in a Markov random
field (MRF) method that combines probabilistic
boosting trees and graph cuts for tumor segmentation.
Overall, these methods of incorporating spatial
dependencies in classification using DRF/CRF/MRF
demand very careful tumor characterization for
convergence. An image (MRIs) makes the automatic
segmentation of such tumors extremely challenging.
Brain tumor segmentation using MRI has been an
intense research area. The proposed a promising
framework

for

brain

tumor

segmentation

by

recognizing deviation from normal tissue. However,
the proposed technique in depends on manual

Introductions:

corrective action between iterations. A set features

Varying intensity of tumors in brain magnetic

with atlas-based priors to build statistical models for

resonance among feature-based techniques, proposed

tissues. Such level set techniques are very sensitive to

brain tumor

segmentation using discriminative

initialization and known to suffer from boundary

random field (DRF) method. In exploited a set of

leaking artifacts. In proposed a parametric active

multiscale image-based and alignment-based features

contour model that facilitates brain tumor detection.
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Consequently, in this paper, we propose formal

3.

Feature extraction

stochastic models to estimate multifractal dimension

4.

Feature Selection

(multi-FD) for brain tumor texture extraction in

5.

Image Segmentation

pediatric brain MRI that is initially proposed in our
experimental results show that fusion of themulti-FD
with fractal and intensity features significantly
improves

brain

tumor

segmentation

and

classification. We further propose novel extensions of

DATA SEARCH:
Select an input image from data base or
folder using matlab. The selected input image may be
a colored image or binary image.

adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) algorithm for classifier
fusion. Our modifications help the component
classifiers to concentrate more on difficult-to-classify
patterns during detection and training steps. The
resulting ensemble of classifiers offer improved
patient independent brain tumor segmentation from
non tumor tissues.

IMAGE PREPROCESSING
Here we propose a fractal based algorithm to extract
corresponding fractal, texton, and intensity features
for Images. This proposed method which involves
feature fusion from different MRI modalities.
Therefore, different MRI volumes need to be aligned.

Proposed System:
The propose formal stochastic models to estimate

The following preprocessing steps are performed on

multifractal dimension (multi-FD) for brain tumor

the MRI volumes:

texture extraction in pediatric brain MRI that is

1) Realign and unwrap slices within a volume,

initially proposed. Our experimental results show that

separately for every modality

fusion of the multi-FD with fractal and intensity

2) Co-register slices from different modalities with

features

the corresponding slices

significantly

improves

brain

tumor

segmentation and classification. We further propose
novel extensions of adaptive boosting algorithm for

FEATURE EXTRACTION

linear segmentation of SVM Concept.
The concept of fractal is to describe the
geometry of the objects in nature. The FD is a real
number that characterizes the fractalness (texture) of

Advantages:
•

the objects. We investigate effectiveness of three

A tumor is a mass of tissue that grows as out
of control of the normal forces that regulate
growth.

different FD computation methods for brain tumor
segmentation in MRI. In a prior work, we
demonstrate that piecewise-triangular-prism-surface-

•

Pre-processing the input MR images using
Gaussian filter.

MODULES:
1.

Data search

2.

Image Preprocessing
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area method offers the most reliable FD values and
resulting tumor segmentation.
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Feature selection is a dimensionality reduction
technique widely used

for

data mining and

knowledge discovery and it allows elimination of
(irrelevant/redundant) features, whilst retaining the
underlying

discriminatory

PROPOSED ALGORITHM:

information,

FRACTAL-BASED TUMOR DETECTION AND
CLASSIFICATION

feature

For tumor/nontumor tissue segmentation and

selection implies less data transmission and efficient

classification, MRI pixels are considered as samples.

data mining. It also brings potential communication

These samples are represented by a set of feature

advantages in terms of packet collisions, data rate,

values extracted from different MRI modalities.

and storage. Feature selection is one of the key topics

Features from all modalities are fused for tumor

in machine learning and other related fields it can

segmentation

remove the irrelevant even noisy features and hence

supervised classifier autonomously exploit multiple

improve the quality of the data set and the

features extracted from different modalities in the

performance of learning systems. Expeditious growth

training dataset. A modified supervised AdaBoost

of digital image databases motivated Content Based

ensemble of classifier is trained to differentiate tumor

Image Retrieval which in turn requires efficient

from the non tumor tissues. Since the features are

search schemes. Low level visual features including

extracted in 2-D, each sample represents a pixel

color, texture and shape, are automatically selected to

instead of a voxel. For supervised training purpose,

represent images.

manually labeled ground truths of tumor core and

and

classification.

We

let

our

non tumor regions are used. For our dataset, ground

Image Segmentation:

truth labels are obtained from combination of T1, T2,

The extraction of the features from an image can be

and FLAIR modalities by the radiologists.

done using a variety of image processing techniques.
We localize the extraction process to very small
regions in order to ensure that we capture all areas.
Feature selection helps to reduce the feature space
which

improves

the

prediction

minimizes the computation time.

accuracy and

Techniques Steps:
MRI Preprocessing:
The proposed methods involve feature fusion from
different MRI modalities. Therefore, different MRI
volumes need to be aligned. The following

ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM:

preprocessing steps are performed on the MRI
volumes:
1) Realign and unwrap slices within a volume,
separately for every modality and every patient using
SPM8 toolbox.
2) Co-register slices from different modalities with
the

corresponding

slices

of

T1-weighted

(no

enhanced) slice using SPM8 toolbox for each patient.
Feature Extractions:
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The texture feature extraction techniques for fractal

2) Co-register slices from different modalities with

analysis have shown success in tumor segmentation.

the

Considering intricate pattern of tumor texture, regular

enhanced) slice using SPM8 toolbox for each patient.

fractal-based feature extraction techniques appear

1. Correct MRI bias field using SPM8

rather homogeneous. We argue that the complex

corresponding

slices

of

T1-weighted

(no

toolbox.

texture pattern of brain tumor in MRI may be more

2) Correct bias and intensity in homogeneity

amenable to multifractional Brownian motion (mBm)

across all the slices of all the patients for each MRI

analysis. Thus the formal stochastic models to

modality using two-step normalization method. We

estimate multiracial dimension (multi-FD) for brain

extract the fractal features before bias field and

tumor texture extraction in pediatric brain MRI that is

intensity in homogeneity correction. As described in

initially.

the multi scale wavelets do not require these
corrections. Finally BET toolbox is used to extract
brain tissue from skull.

Tumor Classification and Segmentations:
The multi-FD with fractal and intensity features

Feature Set:

significantly improves brain tumor segmentation and

The feature set includes intensity, texton, PTPSA and

classification. We further propose novel extensions of

multi-FD. Each pixel of a slice is represented by a set

adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) algorithm for classifier

of feature values. Each of intensity, PTPSA and

fusion. Our modifications help the component

multi-FD is represented by single feature values,

classifiers to concentrate more on difficult-to-classify

while texton is represented by a vector of 48 feature

patterns during detection and training steps. The

values.

resulting ensemble of classifiers offer improved

Performance evaluation:

patient independent brain tumor segmentation from
Receiver operating characteristic curves are obtained

non tumor tissues.

to ascertain the sensitivity and specificity of the
classifiers. In this study, we define TPF as the

Techniques Steps:

proportion of the tumor pixels that are correctly

MRI Preprocessing:

classified as tumor by the classifier while we define

The proposed methods involve feature fusion from

FPF as the proportion of the nontumor pixels that are

different MRI modalities. Therefore, different MRI

incorrectly classified as tumor by the classifier. In

volumes need to be aligned. The following

addition, few similarity coefficients are used to

preprocessing steps are performed on the MRI

evaluate the performance of tumor segmentation.

volumes:

MRI slice and corresponding scatter plots comparing

1) Realign and unwrap slices within a volume,

feature values between tumor and nontumor regions.

separately for every modality and every patient using

The points in scatter plots represent average feature

SPM8 toolbox.

values within an 8 × 8 sub image in an MRI for a
patient. The black points represent average feature
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values in tumor regions, while the white points

represent the same in nontumor regions.
conclusion:
MRI slice and corresponding scatter plots
comparing feature values between tumor
and non tumor
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